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Mid-2016 Cycle Peak
Drought Cycles Shift?
Aug. 2016 - The first half of 2016 powerfully validated

Food Crises Cycles that projected an initial surge in Grain prices

from cycle lows in Nov./Dec. 2015 into cycle highs in mid2016. Among other things, Soybeans completed a 4-Shadow
Signal that corroborates the outlook for a more significant advance in 2017--2019. An uncanny 360-degree (12-month) cycle
has now timed highs in May--July 2013, 2014, 2015 & 2016
and should invert and time a decisive low in May--July 2017.

At the same time, the 40-Year Cycle portends a shift in specific drought cycles - particularly in California & S. America - that could give way to surprise flooding in critical
growing regions (see discussions in 2015 INSIIDE Tracks & Food Crisis Reports). That does not alter climate
warming cycles that are expected to spur a few more years of increasing temperatures before a cyclic peak.
2017--2019 is when the dynamic ‘3rd’ wave advance is expected to take hold in grain markets & other commodities. Based on related cycles, in these markets & others, that could wait until May--July 2017 - the next
phase of that 360-degree cycle. This reprint of INSIIDE Track Food Crisis Cycles’ analysis is published to bring
newer readers up to speed on some of what is expected, beginning in 2016 but most pronounced in 2017--2019.

Outlook 2016--2017
40-Year Cycle & Food Crises VI
07-28-16 - With oppressive heat waves & ‘heat domes’ plaguing the U.S. and other nations (not to mention the rapidly recurring locust swarms around the globe), it is a good time to re-visit the topic of Food Crisis
Cycles - another example of the 40-Year Cycle that is expected to trigger a renewed crisis in 2016/2017
through 2019 and potentially 2021.
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While that actually applies to many
crops, the focus of this discussion is on the
grain markets (Soybeans, Corn & Wheat)
and what has been - and still is - expected
for 2016/2017… the early stages of a 3 --5
year period when crop stresses are increasingly likely, based on cyclical AND fundamental factors.

Setting the Stage
There are many cycles & reasons projecting a new multi-year advance in Soybeans, Corn & Wheat - from 2016 into
2019. Related analysis is included in the
excerpts from the Jan. 2016 INSIIDE Track,
reprinted on this page and on page 4.
The crux of that analysis is centered
around the idea that 2019 is the most synergistic year for the culmination of these
cycles… and for some very significant trigger mechanisms (i.e. climate, solar cycles,
volcanic cycles, etc.) that could coincide
with the crescendo of these trends.
As is almost always the case, however, it is NOT just one event or surprise
that triggers this type of (anticipated) crisis but rather the compound effect of multiple
events. That principle is the same one that
has factored into stock market analysis for
2015--2017 to be similar to 2000--2002 when it took multiple triggers to finally spur
a sustained decline in equities, as is expected in late-2016 and on into 2017.
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Jan. 2016 INSIIDE Track: Food Crisis Cycles..

[Excerpt] Exit 2015
1-02-16 - “2016 ushers in a long-awaited period when
multiple cycles & trends have been/are expected to take
hold...the oft-repeated refrain has been that patience was
recommended & the convincing moves would not materialize
until 2016. That also applies to equity markets - that were
projected to see 15--20% declines in the middle part of
2015… but wait until 2016 to see more significant declines.
The following are a few of the expectations that have
been discussed throughout the past 1--3 years… and which
apply to 2015/2016:

-- Stock Indices would see an initial 15--20% drop in the
middle third of 2015 (May--August, likely extending into late
-Sept.) but that would be followed by a strong advance in 4Q
2015. The ‘real trouble’ has been projected to wait...
-- Gold & Silver would extend their multi-year decline
into/through 2015 and a sustained rally was not expected
until 2016. From a price perspective, 1033--1045/GC was
the primary downside objective for 2015 and the secondary
downside target for the entire 2011--2015 decline.
-- Grains & many commodities would extend their deflationary declines into/through 2015 - with some waiting until
Nov. or Dec. 2015 to bottom. That would set the stage for
an inflationary advance - likely coinciding with a new Food
Crisis - in 2016--2017 (and beyond)...

40-Year Climate Cycle

-- A new - and potentially culminating - warm-up could
be seen in 2016 and/or 2017, providing rationale for alarmist
reactions (even though little additional warming has been
seen since the late-1990’s spike, following the previous El
Nino) and helping to trigger a Food Crisis.

Leading into that 2019 crescendo, several preliminary stresses are expected some weather-related and others not.

-- A culmination of Euro selling could be seen in 2016
and trigger more drastic measures (that ultimately lead into
Unity Cycles in 2018--2021).”

One of the most noteworthy is the 40Year Cycle of Climate Extremes that most
recently timed the 1976/1977 California
Drought & skyrocketing food prices into
1978--1980. 40 years prior, in 1936 (--

July 28, 2016 - This recap from Jan. 2, 2016 has received
multiple levels of validation, including record heat, a ~6-month
surge in Gold, Silver & Soybeans and more signs of Euro trouble
and discord, heightening the focus on 2018--2021.
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1939/ 1940), it was America’s Dust Bowl & the N.
American Heat Wave - as well as the Chinese Famine that killed ~5 million.
Exactly 40 years before that, the 1896--1898
Australian Heat Wave (& related Federation
Drought… that dragged on into 1903) wreaked
havoc. Ironically, that heat wave came on the heels
of the 1896 El Nino year - not unlike the 2015/2016
El Nino event.
Precisely 40 years prior, it was the onset of
the 1856--1865 Civil War Drought that created a
food crisis in America. That was the first of 3 severe droughts - in the West & Plains - in a 40-year
period (into the mid-1890’s). At least where Texas
was concerned, the 1850’s drought was the worst
in the last ~300 years (worse than Dust Bowl).
And one uncanny 40-Year Cycle before that
1856 trigger, the 1816 Year Without a Summer impacted much of the world and triggered famine in
1816--1819. So, you decide: Is there some validity
& consistency to the 40-Year Cycle of Food Crises?

The ‘6’ Year Onset
In EVERY case, the ‘6’ --’9’ years were part of
the devastation, crop crises and skyrocketing prices
of food. The ‘6’ year has historically been the trigger mechanism - when the first signs of trouble began to emerge. There were many times when the
significance of those triggers was not recognized
until a couple years later.
Similar to 1856, 1896, 1936 & 1976, key growing areas around the globe are still dealing with
drought in 2016 - particularly S. America, India & S.
California. Other areas, conversely, have been hit
with heavy rains & floods (China) - a result of the
latest El Nino. Even though many of those areas
desperately needed the rain, it was too much/too
quick - leaving new problems in its wake.
And while various pests - including locust - are
always a challenge to agriculture, the last 3 years
has seen an accelerating pace & intensifying level
of locust swarms around the globe.
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That acceleration appears to have taken hold
in 2012/2013 - in places like Madagascar & Egypt but the problem is becoming more widespread and
more recognized as it hits key growing regions like
Argentina in 2016.
In just the past year, August 2015 witnessed
locust swarms in S. Russia that were followed by
Australian locust swarms in Dec. 2015. In Jan.
2016, Argentine farmers were battling massive locust swarms. In April 2016, it was the desert ‘locust
plague’ in Yemen.
Here again, the warmer & wetter weather of El
Nino has created a double-edged sword… and is
one factor already corroborating Food Crisis Cycles
in 2016 and beyond. IT

INFLATION MARKETS - G R A I N S
07/28/16 - Soybeans, Corn & Wheat declined
in tandem, with Soybeans reversing their weekly
trend down and removing the potential for a retest
of their highs before a multi-month/multi-quarter
peak took hold. Soybeans had already attacked
their extreme upside objective for all of 2016… so
price targets had been met.
They came within a few weeks of fulfilling the
outlook for a peak in the early part of 3Q 2016 after
surging over 40% and producing the largest rally
since 2012 - a 4-Shadow signal that portends a
much larger advance after the next low.
In order to trigger that signal, Soybeans rallied
~350.0 and exceeded the magnitude of 3+ years’
worth of advances. Corroborating that, they rallied
from early-Nov. into mid-June (~7 months), exceeding by two weeks the 2013/2014 rally (the
longest of the past 3--4 years) from early-Nov. ’13
into late-May ’14. That provides the timing/cyclic
version of a ‘4-Shadow’ signal as well.
From a cycle perspective, Soybeans were
expected to surge into mid-2016 - at which point a
6--12 month peak was most likely.
(Continued on page 4)
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plete 7-Year Cycle from its Sept. 2009 bottom - the
lowest low of the past 8+ years.

3Q 2016 was the ideal time for that peak perpetuating a ~4-year low-low-high-high-high Cycle Progression - overlapping a ~360-degree highhigh cycle that projected a 3--6 month (or greater)
peak in May--July 2016.

Wheat is in the process of retesting that low as
it completes a symmetrical ~8.25--8.5 year rally
(late-1999--early-2008) followed by an ~8.25--8.5
year decline (early-2008--3Q/4Q 2016) - completing an overall ~17-Year Cycle from the 1999 Major
bottom.
Ultimately, that could lead to a multiyear advance taking hold in 2017… a precise 40Year Cycle from Wheat’s 3 -year/150% surge of
1977--1980 (an inflationary period in most markets).

The May--July period is when highs have
been seen in each of the past 4 years… and is also
when the multi-year highs of 2000, 2004, 2008 &
2012 were seen. So, it was the ideal time for another multi-month/multi-quarter peak.
From a price perspective, the ideal upside
target was/is the yearly LHR (intra-year extreme
upside objective for 2016) at 1216.5/S. Soybeans
peaked at 1208.5/S in mid-June 2016… two
weeks before the onset of 3Q 2016.

Meanwhile, Corn has been weaker than expected - breaking below its 6--12 month lows and
nearing Major support at its Sept. 2014 low (and
the lowest level since 2009) at ~318.0/C. Between
now and late-2016, Corn could drop as low as 290-300.0/C - its 2009 & 2010 lows, the lowest level
since 2006 and its multi-year ‘4th wave of lesser
degree’ - the low from which its 5th (V) wave advance (2008--2012) emerged.

From a price-pattern perspective, Soybeans
were expected to rally enough - in time & price - to
turn the monthly trend up. (See the Jan. 2016 INSIIDE Track for corresponding analysis.)
That took place on the June 30th close - increasing the potential for a multi-month peak at any
time (since that trend reversal signal usually times
the peak of a ‘1’ wave advance & ushers in a 1 --3
month pullback).

Rough Rice did set a low in early-July but
then violated that - signaling that a multi-quarter
peak was already in place. Similar to Soybeans,
Rice peaked a little earlier than expected but did it
right as it was reaching its monthly LHR (extreme
upside price target) and its intra-year peak. These
factors increase the potential for a decline into late2016 - when weekly & monthly cycles bottom. IT

As described previously, the next multi-month/
multi-quarter low is expected to take hold in Dec.
‘16/Jan. ’17. From a wave perspective, that would
(ideally) be the’2’ wave bottom before a more sustained & accelerated advance in 2017… the next &
more pronounced phase of Food Crisis Cycles.

[End of Aug. 2016 INSIIDE Track excerpt.]

A low at that time would perpetuate a ~13month high-low-low-low-(low) Cycle Progression in
Soybeans - that has governed their movement
since the major peak in mid-2012 - and the 9month/270-degree low (late-Dec. ’13) --low (lateSept. ’14) --low & high (late-June--early-July ’15) -low (late-March 2016)--(low) Cycle Progression in
Corn… that timed the previous bottom.

Aug. 2016 - Soybeans have fulfilled everything
that was expected in 2016, surging into mid-year and
attacking upside price targets. This should lead to
consolidation and ultimately a series of lows in late2016 & 2Q 2017 before a Major advance becomes
more likely. Corn & Wheat are giving similar signs
although Wheat could bottom soon (second half of
2016; ideally in 3Q 2016) and begin a multi-year
bull market (slowly at first).

From a multi-year basis, Wheat is showing that
it could be poised for a multi-quarter (and potentially a multi-year) bottom in 3Q 2016… when it
would complete a ~4.25 year high-high-(low) Cycle
Progression. A low in the second half of 2016
(ideally around Sept. 2016) would also be a com-

Full-blown Food Crisis Cycles are expected to
steadily intensify leading into 2019, when a myriad of
cycles collide. Please refer to current/future issues of
INSIIDE Track & the Weekly Re-Lay for updated
analysis and trading strategies. IT
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40-Year Cycle & Food Crises (JAN. 2016 IT EXCERPT)
2019: The Synergy of Soybeans, Sunspots & Solar Cycles
01-02-16: The year of 2016 is expected to be - based on a myriad of cycles as well as long-term wave structure, technical indicators, etc. - a kind of launch pad from which a new inflationary period will commence. In
Gold & Silver, 2016 is expected to time the first 3+-month advance since 2012.
In Grains, 2016 could be similar - timing an initial advance that reverses the monthly trend back up and
confirms a multi-year low… while also acting as a precursor to a more significant advance in 2017--2019. Other
food commodities, like Coffee, have similar potential for sharp advances in the coming years (see pgs. 10--11).
Before delving into the long-term commodity cycles that corroborate that outlook, it is beneficial to quickly
recap the related natural cycles that coincide with this potential...
As detailed last month, 2019 is a convergence of sunspot & solar storm cycles (including 30 years from the
1989 storm and 160 years - 4 of the 40-Year Cycles - from the 1859 Carrington Event).
2019 is also the next phase of a 68-Year Cycle (4 - 17-Year Cycles, 3 - ~22.5 Year Solar Polar Cycles & 6 ~11.2 Year Sunspot Cycles) that precisely links 3 of the most powerful & deadly volcanoes of the past 200 years
(Tambora in 1815 to Krakatoa in 1883 to Lamington in 1951... to Indonesia? in 2019). Of related interest, Rinjani - which is believed to be the source of the largest eruption in the last ~5,000 years and is thought to have
triggered the cooling that ultimately ushered in the Little Ice Age - enters a new 40-Year Cycle in 2017/2018
(1257/1258--2017/2018) and appears to have recently come back to life.
There are also climate/warming cycles that appear headed for a climax in the coming years (2017--2020).
So, if all these cycles were close to being accurate, Earth could see a final warming spike in 2016/2017 (-2019?) and then experience some subsequent cooling if one or more large volcanoes erupt in the late-2010’s.
2019 is also the culmination of a 15--15.75 year cycle in Soybeans that connects the highs of June 1973,
June 1988 & March 2004. That would be expected to produce a high - the next phase in a 15--15.75 year highhigh-high-(high) Cycle Progression - between June 2018--Dec. 2019. While that is a very broad period of time and would NOT be used for actual trading purposes - it does provide a backdrop for expectations… and a
strong affirmation of all the related natural, climate & earth cycles converging in 2019 (+ or - 1--2 years).
On a wave-related basis, Soybeans have experienced three successive advances since their mid-1999 multi
-decade bottom. Each of those advances lasted 4--4.75 years, with the 2nd & 3rd ones lasting just under 4
years each… AND each of those beginning in 4Q (Nov. 2004 & Dec. 2008). If Soybeans bottomed in Nov. 2015
- as had been expected - a similar ~4-year advance would take them higher into 4Q 2019.
Similarly, a sunspot-related ~11-Year Cycle - that separates the 4Q 1975 low, 3Q 1986 low, 2Q 1997 high &
3Q 2008 high (~11-Year low-low-high-high-(high) Cycle Progression) - next comes into play in 3Q/4Q 2019. A
high in 3Q/4Q 2019 would complete a 44-year advance, 33-year advance, 22-year high-high cycle & 11-year
high-high cycle - all in synch with the ~11-Year Sunspot Cycle.
Interestingly, each of those previous turning points occurred near the low of the corresponding Solar Cycle
(#21, 22, 23 & 24). The end of Solar Cycle 24 - and beginning of Solar Cycle 25 - could occur in 2019 and corroborate this uncanny cycle in Soybeans. More on this topic and these cycles throughout 2016… IT
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Food Crisis 2016/2017 Update
1-04-16 - No sooner did the Dec. 2015 issue go out,
when I was alerted to a corroborating article published in
the Guardian on Dec. 2nd - confirming two key analyses. In
one fell swoop, its title validated the 40-Year Cycle and the
increasing potential for an impending Food Crisis…
Titled: “Earth has lost a third of arable land in past 40
years, scientists say”, the article discussed the rapid degradation of top soil around the globe - detailing erosion that is
occurring at about 100 times the rate of new soil formation.
One of the primary culprits - the overuse & overfertilization of farmland - is exactly what has been described
in INSIIDE Track analysis of the past 3--4 years. That article
can be read at http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/
dec/02/arable-land-soil-food-security-shortage. IT

Hadik’s Cycle Progression
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